1st Test of the Hamoni® Harmonizer by a medical practitioner
NLS-Diagnostics shows high efficacy - device is literally called „a miracle“

The following results made us speechless when we were notified for the first time:
Medical practitioner Lothar Kappes from 38518 Gifhorn (Lower Saxony, Germany)
had come across our website by accident and had offered to test the Harmonizer on
his patients free of charge. After a couple of weeks he sent us the test results and literally described the Harmonizer as a „miracle“. Mr. Kappes provided us the examination results of a male and female patient for their cerebral cortex, stomach and lung.
In cases where even the use of up to 40 different substances normally only achieves
an average improvement between 20% and 35%, the Hamoni® Harmonizer showed
an energetic improvement in organs of approx. 80%!
Dear Mr. Fennesz,
Here is a representative cross-section of two patients, the measurements are attached as graphics. At the moment we are mainly testing with Metascan, if the Harmonizer yields improvements. The actual tests are done without the Harmonizer in
the first run, so to speak the initial measurement.
Then we test a range of appropriate homeopathic remedies and Bach flowers as
well as other medication to balance the patient. We have excellent reproducible data
with Metascan, which shows very reliably the patient‘s bioenergetic and physical
condition. It is not unusual that the first 10 remedies we try do not cause any improvement at all when we measure the patient after treatment.
Find attached the data of 2 patients, where we have been able to achieve EXTREME
IMPROVEMENTS through the use of the Harmonizer, such that one can simply be astonished. As a rule, we achieve an average improvement of 20%-35% after testing
between 1 and 40 different remedies.
Improvements in the range of 80% as is seen after application of the Harmonizer
are extremely rare when testing medication and only in a very few patients a year we
can experience this miracle. With your device we have now achieved this miracle several times in only 3 weeks (see measurement data of patients in the annex). We now
believe that the Harmonizer is a very useful tool to stabilize patients‘ health.
I would like to emphasize once again that the measurements with Metascan are extremely well correlated with physical well-being and that we are very confident about
the extent to which improvements have been made subjectively and also via control
measurements. We would be very pleased if we were able to deliver the Harmonizer
directly to patients in our practice, so that they can install it as soon as possible.
Best regards,
Your medical practitioner Lothar Kappes
Note: This is an exact translation of the original email (written in German). Capitalization of words as in the original. Original email available as a screen shot on request.
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How does the NLS diagnostic method work?
NLS is an abbreviation for Non-linear System Diagnostics. In contrast to the wellknown „old“ diagnostic methods X-ray and magnetic resonance tomography, this
method is relatively young. Its development was initiated in the early 1990s by S.P.
Nesterov, a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Originally the technology
was used for the diagnosis of health conditions of astronauts on the space station
MIR. It was clinically tested during the 1990s and since the year 2000 it is used worldwide in diagnostic medical practice.
The body is irradiated with electromagnetic frequencies between 1.4 and 4.9 GHz.
A sensor measures the reflections, so to speak the response of our body. The reflection pattern is then compared with a database of currently 12 million patients suffering from various diseases of different severity. This comparison makes it possible
to determine the severity of illnesses and progress of changes in body tissue, up to a
resolution of 0.03 mm.
Let us assume, for example, that a patient suffers from a thyroid disorder that has
not yet been diagnosed. The NLS device recognizes
that the patient‘s reflection pattern looks very similar
to the stored patterns of other patients with thyroid
disorders by comparing the patient‘s pattern with the
millions of data sets from already examined patients.
Since it has stored records of many patients with different severity of thyroid disorder, it can also indicate
the severity of the disease. If steps are then taken to
treat the disease and the patient‘s body is measured
again with the NLS device, an indication of how successful the therapy was, can be given. The degree of
success is termed „energetic improvement“ and quantified as a percentage figure. This number makes it
possible to compare the success of different therapies.
S.P. Nesterov, inventor of the
In particular, Mr Kappes compared the improveNLS diagnostic method
ment achieved by the application of the Harmonizer
with improvements achieved by other therapies he
regularly uses. While the latter usually yield an improvement between 20% and 35%,
the improvement figures by using the Harmonizer were 80% and above.
From the measured data points, the NLS device can also create a picture of the organ and display local improvements. You will see four such pictures on the following
pages which were created during the test of two patients by Mr. Kappes. NLS systems
are produced by various manufacturers and marketed worldwide with various brand
names. The „Metascan“ device mentioned in the report is one of these NLS systems.
We have asked several general practitioners in Germany about their opinion on
NLS diagnostics. Their unanimous feedback was that in their own practical experience NLS is a very accurate and useful technique for medical diagnosis.
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Cerebral cortex:
Energetic improvement with Hamoni® Harmonizer: +79%

Male patient “Reinhard”, Stomach:
Energetic improvement with Hamoni® Harmonizer: +82%
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Female patient “Susanne”, Lung:
Energetic improvement with Hamoni® Harmonizer: +80%

2nd Test of the Hamoni® Harmonizer by a medical practitioner
Measurements of medical practitioner Stefan Mattausch, Nuremberg, Bavaria

Our first contact with medical practitioner Stefan Mattausch was in May 2015. At the
time, he tested the Hamoni® Harmonizer for the first time using non-linear system diagnostics (NLS, device used was Deltascan Platinum). The results were so convincing
to him that he began to recommend the Harmonizer to his patients and other medical practitioners. He is doing this completely free of charge, just as he performed the
original test without any payment. We want to share his measurement results and
experience with the Harmonizer. After a first short test of the device had apparently
yielded very good results, we received this email from Mr. Mattausch on 12.5.2015:
Dear Mr. Fennesz,
Since I feel very well with my new „roommate“ (the Harmonizer), I just bought
three more Harmonizers (2 for me privately and another for tests in my practice).
In the next few days I will add your company to the recommendations on my
homepage :-)
Many Greetings from Nuremberg!
Stefan Mattausch

Male patient “Reinhard”, Lung:
Energetic improvement with Hamoni® Harmonizer: +89%

Mr. Mattausch had given the harmonizer to a 49-year-old, male patient on 9.5.2015
to use in his home. The patient put the device about 4m away from his bed. On the
same day, a reference measurement was carried out in Mr. Mattausch‘s practice
which established the actual condition of the patient prior to the application of the
harmonizer. A new measurement was then carried out on 16.5.2015, i.e. after one
week of use of the device. From the comparison with the reference measurement
one could thus conclude, which changes in the body of the patient had been caused
by using the Harmonizer.

Results of the measurements

The results are depicted on the following pages. Our remarks:
zz
Clear improvements can be seen in the blood cells and important organs.
zz
Very interesting is the improvement of 49% in the pituitary gland. As you will
learn in our chapter on electromagnetic pollution (EMP), the pituitary gland is
one of the most important parts in our brain that are disturbed by EMP. Other
areas are the pineal gland (also see the feedback by neuropsychiatrist M.D. Mr.
H.R.) and the blood-brain barrier.
zz
Another interesting result is the energetic improvement in the adrenal gland
by 20%. The adrenal gland, like the pituitary gland, plays a central role in the
stress system of our body. This is exactly where our stress hormones cortisol and
adrenaline are produced. And as we will see, stress is the primary reaction of our
body to electromagnetic pollution.
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